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duced, the purchaser is insulated from fossil fuel price
shocks, and local jobs are created in the collection, preparation, and delivery of the feedstock.
Biomass heating systems tend to have higher initial
costs than conventional fossil fuel burning systems. Furthermore, the quality of biomass feedstock is highly variable in comparison with the relatively standardized commercially available fossil fuels. Feedstock delivery,
storage, and handling are more complex as a result, and
often more physical space is required. All these factors
require a high level of operator involvement and diligence.
Therefore, biomass-heating systems are most attractive where conventional energy costs are high and biomass feedstock costs are low. This occurs when electricity
or some other costly form of energy are used for space
and water heating; and biomass residues are available onsite or nearby at zero cost or, if there is a disposal fee for
the biomass residues, at a discount.

ABSTRACT
The proposed paper present a generalized model based on
Monte-Carlo simulation able to support the feasibility
study by effectively model the production process, the
woods groove and the overall logistics. This model can be
applied to quantitatively identify cost and benefits for an
integrated biomass energetic district and identify, at the
same time, potential and pitfalls that usually reduce the
success of an ecologic initiative. A case study implementing the proposed methodology is presented and discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

The main subject of the proposed analysis is the feasibility study of biomass energetic utilization. The territorial
planning of such utilization presupposes correlation between the supply of biomass, structure and localization of
involved business, potential centre of storage and transformation and the related sources of supply and consumptions. The introduction of high efficiency biomass heating
systems has opened new prospective for the energetic utilization of wood with systems situated near the user in
woody areas. The plant location is optimized through the
searching of the best site inside wood high productive areas with a convenient network of forests paths, satisfactory presence of woody business and an easy linking with
the grid. The economic project is realized with maximum
scientific severity considering the environmental impact,
social and economic consequences and the influence of
public facilities. Biomass heating offers a number of
compelling advantages, both for the system owner and, in
the case of district heating systems, for the local community. It can supplant expensive conventional energy
sources such as fossil fuels and electricity with local biomass resources, which is often available at little or no cost
as waste or low-value by-products from various industries
(e.g. forestry and agriculture) (Risoffi 2000). In doing so,
overall levels of pollution and greenhouse gases are re-
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BACKGROUND

Community energy systems can make use of a biomass
heating, a district heating system, a wind power system
and a hydroelectric system rationally integrated to service
clusters of building or even an entire community. These
energy systems are considered renewable because utilise
sources of energy inexhaustible.
Such community energy systems exploiting the natural resource of a country (wind, river, forest) in sustainable way can provide space heating, heating of ventilation
way, water heating, process heat and electrical demands.
These can be supplied to individuals such as institutional
(hospitals, schools, sports complexes), commercial (offices, warehouses, stores), industrial buildings ( in the
case that we’ll analyze sawmills) and residential (apartments). They can also provide heat and electricity to individuals’ homes especially if the houses are newly constructed and in groups.
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Our model is composed by a series of medium city
that are dipped in an area very rich of natural resources:
there are numerous woods divided in three yards characterized by different intensity of wood cutting. These forests supply wood at the biomass heating systems and at
the local sawmills that can provide waste wood at same
biomass heating system. In fact they utilize a fraction of
the harvested log (bark, sawdust, shavings, and chip from
wood) that can not be cut to dimensional lumber, but that
can be transformed into woodchips to feed combustion
chambers. A fraction of the heat requirements of the citizens are satisfied by the biomass systems, the residual
part is supplied by conventional fuel heating system while
the electricity demands by the wind power system and
hydroelectric productions. These electric productions are
connected with the national grid. The wind power system
plant is situated in the near hills profiting of the windy
area, while the hydroelectric plant utilizes the potential
energy of two river’s water, and the flow derivable during
the year is in function of rainfall regime. The activities of
the sawmills and other plants create local job and increase
the amount of population. So we have an integrated system with mutual connections because a larger population
consume more energy and this event influences the quantity of natural resources necessary for a larger energy productions. At the same time the exploitation of natural resources must be managed in sustainable way: in fact,
felling of trees and intensity of taking wood are regulated
by cut plans that assume particular importance because
take in consideration the vegetative cycle. This permits
the natural re growth of tree after the cut and to have
woods well-kept that furnish marketable wood.
3

3.1
•
•

•
3.2

•
•

UNIT– Hydroelectric

UNIT– Sawmills

3.3

There are few sawmills of small dimension with production approximately of 40.000 m³ and 20 operators
• Input: amount of lumber
• Specification: various component of plant
• Output: operator, electric requirements, waste
wood
3.4

UNIT– City

There are groups of medium town structurally well connected with a valid road system
• Input: sawmills operators
• Specification: number of initial resident
• Output: number of resident number, electrical
and heating demand

The principal purpose of the proposed analysis is to design a model of this integrated energetic production system through few steps:

•

Input: wind that is somewhat related to the
amount of rain.
Specification: nominal power, diameter, number
and position of turbine, total power of plant, altitude of power, length of crest, index of electric
production, standard of wind direction
Output: electric production

Is composed by two geodetic step
• Input: amount of rain, flow of basin
• Specification: beneath area of basin, minimum
life de-flow, altitude of geodetic step, nominal
power of plant, number of working hours at nominal power,
• Output: electric production

MODEL DESCRIPTION

•
•

UNIT– Wind power system

3.5

Disassemble the model in different unit
Define what input and output describe the different unit
Establish, in all the unity that compose the model, which stochastic input have influence on results of output
Assign a probability distribution to inputs
Study the behaviour of output

UNIT– Woods
•
•
•

3.6

This procedure generates various scenarios characterized
by different productions of heat and electricity in consequence of natural resource parameters that change.
Such model can be subdivided into six units:

UNIT– Biomass heating system
•
•
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Input: amount of rain, rate of trees growth
Specification: medium thermal power, intensity
of cuts (cut plan)
Output: total volume of wood, volume of taking
wood

Input: heating demand of resident, quantity of
wood furnished by local woods and sawmills
Specification: site conditions (design temperature and degree days, equivalent degree days for
domestic hot water), waste heat recovery, bio-
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•

•

mass combustion system, peak load heating system, energy mix determination,
Output: biomass requirements

•

The chain of influence of the principal parameters is explained in figure 1.
The design model takes in consideration only the inputs that influence strongly the results of the system and
have a wide range of change. The unit more important
and critical for the system is “ woods “ because the running of system depends on it. These forests assure raw
materials for the sawmills and biomass heating system,
the increase of rate of trees growth produces greater volume of commission and could satisfy on one side a greater demand for lumber of sawmills (it could be due to a
greater requirements of clients) and other side a greater
quantity of woods necessary for the biomass heating system to answer to one greater heating demand.

•

Technical factors (slope of land, fortuitousness
of surface, technology of felling and pull outside
wood)
Forestry factors (type of wood and forestry technique, surface of forest cutting, trees dimension,
intensity of cut, accessibility of the forest and direction of wood pull outside)
Parameters of forest practicability (density, distance )

We have taken in consideration the totally effect of
these individual factors dividing the forest in three yard
characterized by different sums of factors that together
form a cut plan coherent with a sustainable development
of forest:
• In the yard A (firewood to burn) we have identify a plan cut that preview the 25% of the present volume
• In the yard B (firewood from work with thinning) the suitable cut plan indicates the 3% of
present volume
• In the yard C (firewood from work marketable)
we suppose 3% of present value
The biomass heating system feed his combustion
chamber with a mix of supplies;
• Before utilise the wood waste coming from
sawmills (this quantity depends from wood work
every year)
• After takes 43% of 3% of yard C (depends from
volume present)
• Then the wood of yard B
• The lacking part from yard A
Biomass heating systems burn organic matter—such
as wood, wood chips, agricultural residues or even municipal waste—to generate heat. This heat can be transported and used wherever it is needed—for the ventilation
and space heating requirements of buildings or whole
communities, or for industrial processes. Biomass heating
systems differ from conventional wood-burning stoves
and fireplaces in that they typically control the mix of air
and fuel in order to maximize efficiency and minimize
emissions, and they include a heat distribution system to
transport heat from the site of combustion to the heat
load. Many biomass-heating systems incorporate a sophisticated automatic fuel handling system. Today, there
are thousands of these systems in operation around the
world, using a multitude of different types of biomass fuels, or “feedstock”. Despite this, much of the general public and many heating professionals are unaware of the
benefits of this cost-effective, proven, and reliable source
of energy. The recent emphasis on renewable energy resources as replacements for conventional fuels, spurred by
concerns about greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, is caus-

Figure 1: Model State Variables’ Interaction Schema
Our model doesn’t consider directly elements that in
the reality would influence development of woods:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type of cultivation
Arboreal species
Government shape
Fertility of ground and conditions generates them
of increase
Health conditions
Type of cut
Organization of the yard

Neither other factors that influence the amount of cutting wood like:
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In the implemented model the principal factor that
seem modify more all energetic productions is the rain as
show in previous diagram. His influence can be noticed in
many variable that we have identified in the phase of simulation (it comprises also economic appraisal) (Brun
and Furlan 2000).

ing a resurgence of interest in biomass heating, where the
biomass is harvested in a sustainable manner.
Biomass heating offers a number of compelling advantages, both for the system owner and, in the case of
district heating systems, for the local community. It can
supplant expensive conventional energy sources such as
fossil fuels, because it is often available at little or no cost
as waste or low-value by-products from various industries
(e.g. forestry and agriculture) (Schlamadinger and Marland 1996). In doing so, overall levels of pollution and
greenhouse gases are reduced, the purchaser is insulated
from fossil fuel price shocks, and local jobs are created in
the collection, preparation, and delivery of the feedstock.
In addition, the heat distribution system of the biomass
heating plant facilitates the use of waste heat from on-site
power generation or thermal processes (i.e. waste heat recovery, or “WHR”) and can be extended to service clusters of buildings or even whole communities in a “district
energy system”.
Biomass heating systems tend to have higher initial
costs than conventional fossil fuel burning systems. Furthermore, the quality of biomass feedstock is highly variable in comparison with the relatively standardized commercially available fossil fuels. Feedstock delivery,
storage, and handling are more complex as a result, and
often more physical space is required. All these factors
require a high level of operator involvement and diligence.
Therefore, biomass-heating systems are most attractive where conventional energy costs are high and biomass feedstock costs are low. This occurs when: electricity or some other costly form of energy is used for space
and water heating; and biomass residues are available onsite or nearby at zero cost or, if there is a disposal fee for
the biomass residues, at a discount. Because of their size
and complexity, the use of automated biomass combustion systems is largely limited to the industrial, commercial, institutional and community sectors. They tend to be
located in rural and industrial areas, where restrictions on
the types of pollutants they emit may be less severe, truck
access for feedstock delivery may be in place, feedstockhandling equipment such as loaders may already be available, and the labour and expertise required to operate an
industrial type boiler system may be easier to find.
Biomass combustion systems are often well suited to
industrial process loads. Many industrial process loads
have constant heat requirements and biomass heating systems operate most efficiently, and with the fewest operational challenges, when they supply a relatively constant
quantity of heat, near their rated capacity, throughout the
year. This also maximizes fuel savings by displacing a
large amount of expensive conventional fuel, justifying
the higher initial capital and ongoing labour costs of the
system. (Corgnati 1999)

4.

SIMULATION

This section describes which variables (input parameters)
are uncertain and replaces them with appropriate random
variables. (Wang., Weller, and Hanna 2005) The uncertain variables are:
• Rainy
• Selling prices of three yards
• Selling prices of sawmills
• Value of KWh
• Prices of green certificated
• Expenses of maintenance for hydroelectric and
wind power system
Modifying their values at every run we have observed
the changing behaviour of 8 output:
• Woods volumes
• Number of resident
• Total electrical consumptions
• Hydroelectric productions
• Wind power system productions
• Profits of three yard
• Profits of sawmills
• Residual amortization of hydroelectric and wind
power system
The program that we have used allows entering numerical data (input parameters) relevant to the problem
and formulas that specify the relationship between these
values and other quantities of interest into the cell of electronic table. When the input parameters are changed, the
values of other quantities depending on these parameters
are automatically recalculated and displayed, allowing
playing an unlimited number of what-if games with the
spreadsheet.
Each parameter must be replaced by a random variable represents the relative likelihood for the parameter’s
possible values (we have used triangular and normal distribution because we don’t have enough data to enable us
to select confidently from among several distribution).
(Bruzzone, Giribone, and Revetria 1999)
Once a distribution has been selected, we must compute the parameters of the distribution to use when generating random variables. The parameters that must be
computed depend on the distribution.
In the simulation we have repeated the experiment
several times and used statistical methods to estimate the
mean from the data produced. The model involves ran2847
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use will be made of this result throughout this chapter, we
summarize below the steps for sampling by inversion of
the cdf:
• Step 1.- Sample a random number ξ from U[0,1]
• Step 2.- Equate ξ with the cdf: F(x) = ξ
• Step 3.- Invert the cdf and solve for : x = F-1(ξ)

dom variables and a single replication is normally too variable to allow reliable conclusions to be drawn. One
might be suspicious to evidence the changes of output.
Each initial input corresponds to a specific distribution for
the resulting outputs. (Banks, Carson, and Nelson 1996)
Each time the spreadsheet is recalculated, a new observation is produced using the newly generated random
variable for the uncertain variables. This can be a way to
determine how particular financial and atmospheric
events produce particular outcomes in a district energy
system
With these methods we can construct different scenarios changing for example the limits and the maximum
of triangular distribution
The spreadsheet model provides a representation of
the energetic production and financial consequences cross
20 years in our district energy system.

The implemented simulation model was built on top
of an Microsoft Excel™ File by using Orlando Simulation SimSheet. SimSheet™ adds simulation capabilities to
Microsoft Excel™ spreadsheets. SimSheets are for planning applications to extend spreadsheet analysis to explore in greater depth the range and likelihood of outcomes. With traditional spreadsheets, a single value is
used to represent a range of possible values (i.e. estimated
number of units sold for the month, labour expenses for
the quarter, etc...).

5. IMPLEMENTED MONTE CARLO
SIMULATOR: RESULTS
Statistical simulation methods may be contrasted to conventional numerical discretization methods, which typically are applied to ordinary or partial differential equations that describe some underlying physical or
mathematical system.
In many applications of Monte Carlo, the physical
process is simulated directly, and there is no need to even
write down the differential equations that describe the behaviour of the system. (Anonymous 1991) The only requirement is that the physical (or mathematical) system be
described by probability density functions (pdf's). In such
way we will assume that the behaviour of a system can be
described by pdf's. Once the pdf's are known, the Monte
Carlo simulation can proceed by random sampling from
the pdf's.
Many simulations are then performed (multiple ``trials'' or ``histories'') and the desired result is taken as an
average over the number of observations (which may be a
single observation or perhaps millions of observations). In
many practical applications, one can predict the statistical
error (the ``variance'') in this average result, and hence an
estimate of the number of Monte Carlo trials that are
needed to achieve a given error.
The goal of the Monte Carlo method is to simulate
the physical system by random sampling from these pdf's
and by performing the necessary supplementary computations needed to describe the system evolution. In essence,
the physics and mathematics are replaced by random sampling of possible states from pdf's that describe the system.
This simple yet elegant sampling rule was first suggested by von Neumann in a letter to Ulam in 1947 (Los
Alamos Science, p. 135, June 1987). It is sometimes
called the ``Golden Rule for Sampling''. Since so much

Figure 2: MSpE Time Evolution Analysis
SimSheet™ provides new functions for Excel that allows estimates, probabilities and ranges for planning variables to be used. A SimSheet™ run uses statistical sampling techniques to generate cell values for these
estimated parameters. Other SimSheet™ functions are
used to tabulate and report results from the sample
spreadsheets generated dynamically. The results for any
cell in the spreadsheet can be summarized and statistics
such as minimum, average and maximum reported. SimSheet™ output provides visibility of the best case, most
likely and worst case results based on estimates of the uncertain variables affecting a decision. The full range of
Excel functions are still available for analysis, summarizing and graphing the data.
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Figure 4: Simulated Total resident People
Total Electrical Consumption [MWh]

Figure 3: Simulated Total Woods Production
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The implemented model was tested with 1000 replications, such number was identified in order to provide
stability and variance reduction to the output measurements (as it is shown in the MSpE Time Evolution Analysis, figure 2), and the results are presented in figure 3-4-56-7.
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Actual feasibility studies in the field of eco sustainability
production are generally facing only some of the aspects
of the problem. Power plants are considered separately
from the territory in which are operating and the social
impact of a new eco sustainable settlement is only roughly sketched. Resulting projects lack of a systematic view
able to evaluate properly the long term effect of a new eco
sustainable settlement on the social structure of a small
rural town that is the typical target of any distributed energy production policy.
The proposed model results range from the population growth estimation to the evaluation of the wealth
generated by the implementation of an eco sustainability
power plants (i.e. energy consumption, energy generated)
integrated with biomass based economy (i.e. yard production, sawmills revenues). Traditional ROI estimation can
be obtained directly from the model showing the expected
results in different scenarios (i.e. optimistic, pessimistic).
Looking at the simulation results appears clear that
the model could be very useful in order to analyze in advance the potentials and the pitfalls of any integrated settlement not only limiting the investigation to the technical
or economical details but also offers a broader view in
which all the principal aspect (i.e social, economic, etc.)
are accurately studied
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